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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ______ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) Time ________ t second ___ ______________ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___________ hp. 
Speed ___ ____ V {kilometers per hour ______ k .p.h. miles per hour ____ ____ m.p.h. meters per second ___ ____ m .p.s. feet per second ________ f.p.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec.2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-~-s2 at 
15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib.-ft.-4 sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, l.2255 kg/rna or 
0.07651 lb./cu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient CL = :s 
Drag, absolute coefficient CD = ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient CDO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient CDj=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient CDP=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Cc= q~ 
i lD , 
ill 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 ID. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m .p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
R, Resultant force 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF WIND-TUNNEL INTERFERENCE ON THE 
DOWNW ASH BEHIND AN AIRFOIL 
By ABE ILVERSTEIN and S. KATZ OFF 
SUMMARY 
The interjerence oj the wind-tunnel boundaries on the 
downwash behind em airjoil has been experimentally inve -
ligated and the results have been compared with the avail-
able theoretical result jor open-throat wind tunnels. As 
in previous studies, the implified theoretical treatment 
that assume the te t section to be an infinite jree jet has 
been shown to be satisjactory at the lijing line . The experi-
mental results, however, show that this assumption may 
lead to el'roneous conclusions regcLrding the correction to be 
applied to the downwash in the region behind the ailjoil 
where the tail surjaces are normally located. The results 
oj a theory based on the more accurate concept oj the open-
jet wind tunnel as afinite length of jree jet provided with a 
closed exit passage are in good qualitatwe agreement with 
the experimenialresults. 
I TRODUCTIO 
comprehensive theoretical treatment of wind-tunnel 
interference exists at present. The theory includes all 
the major effects attributable to the limited boundarie 
of the air tream and provides stream-angle correction 
both at the airfoil and in the region behind the airfoil. 
Experimental verification of this theory has, in general, 
been satisfactory, although mainly confined to the cor-
rections at the lifting line of the airfoil. The present 
investigation is concerned with the interference in the 
region behind the wing, a problem of importance in the 
te ting of airplanes or airplane models, ince the induced 
boundary eiYects at the wing and at the tail surfaces are 
usually different. A particular purpo e of the present 
investigation was to provide correction factor for air-
plane test data obtained in the N. A. O. A . full-scale 
wind tunnel. 
The theory of wind-tunnel interference on the down-
wa h at the tail surfaces has been given in references 1, 
2, and 3. Reference 3 also contains an evaluation of 
the correction factor for square and rectangular tun-
nels. These studies have indicated that the effect in 
the region of the tail surfaces i of the order of twice 
that at the wing. The work i based, however, on the 
a umption that the air stream is of infinite length. 
This assumption is permissible for a closed wind tunnel 
but is very que tionable for an open tunnel becau e the 
actual open te t section i usually only about one tunnel 
diameter long. The boundary condition for free jet , 
namely, uniformity of pres ure over the urface of the 
jet, thu applie over only a hort section; the bOlmdary 
condition for clo ed tlillllel , zero velocity normal to the 
surface, applie ' in front of and behind the open section. 
The disturbing effect of the eAit cone i clear ince, 
upon entering it, any inclination of the free jet induced 
by the lift on the wing must be 0 reduced that the air 
will follow more nearly the horizontal flow direction in 
the closed tube (fig. 1). From orne recent boundary-
Entrance 
cone 
Air 
-
Angularity of slream/in~-'; 
reduced by ex il cone 
--Streamlines with exit cone 
without" 
Exit cone 
FIG HE l.- Efl'ect of exit cone on downwash behind an airfoil. 
interference calculation (reference 4) for a circular 
open tunnel of finite length, it was concluded that the 
assumption of an infinitely long open jet would lead to 
very serious error in the region of the tail plane but to 
very little error at the wing. The r suIts from reference 
4 are reproduced in figure 2. 
Oonditions were particularly favorable for experi-
mental investigation of the downwash correction in the 
. A. O. A. full- cale wind tunnel, as a Xs- cale model of 
the tunnel wa available. The procedure consisted in 
mea uring tbe downwash angles behind small airfoils in 
the model tunnel and comparing them with the meas-
ured downwash angles behind the arne airfoils in the 
full-scale wind tunnel. The full-scale wind tunnel is so 
large in cornpari on ""ith the airfoil that the boundary 
interference is negligible. The correction factors thu 
obtained should be directly applicable to downwash 
data obtained behind large airfoil in the full-scale 
tunnel for there i little rea on to expect an appreciable 
scale effect on the induced-velocity distribution. The 
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free- tream downwash data obtained from the meas-
urements in the full- cale tunnel with the small aU'foil 
should be valuable a standard for compari on with 
sllnilar measurements in other tunnels. By a compari-
on, uch as was made in the present work, the bound-
arT-interference factors may be derived. 
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MODEL-TUNNEL TESTS 
Apparatus.- The model tunnel used in these tests 
i a Xs-scale replica of the N. A. C. A. full-scale wind 
tunnel. A complete description of the sma]l tunnel and 
its equipment is given in reference 5. A wire balance 
was devised to measure the lift on the airfoils . The 
models were suspended from an overhead platform 
scale, and counterweights were provided below to 
maintain tension in the system. The angle of attack 
was changed by an adjustable quadrant on the scale 
platform. 
The tests were made with two rectangular Clark Y 
airfoils, one with a 5-inch chord and a 30-inch span and 
the other with a lO-inch chord and a 30-inch span. 
The 5-inch-chord airfoil in the 2- by 4-foot jet of the 
model tunnel corresponds in the 30- by 50-foot jet 
of the full-scale wind tunnel to a 5.25- by 37.50-foot 
airfoil, which represents the average size of the airfoils 
tested in the large tunnel. The 10-inch-chord airfoil 
wa chosen to exaggerate the effects investigated and 
the results from the measurements made with it are, 
perhaps, of greater academic than practical value. 
The airfoils were constructed of laminated mahogany, 
varnished and then polished to a smooth surface. 
The down wash angles were measured by means of a 
calibrated yaw head consisting of two total-head tubes, 
each inclined at a 42° angle with the horizontal to 
form a Y with an 4° included angle. The inclination 
of the air stream was indicated by the pres ure differ-
ence p between the two prongs of the Y and wa 
measured by means of an alcohol manometer. The 
yaw head was calibrated in terms of the dynamic pres-
sure q of the air stream, and the stream angle in degree 
was obtained from a calibration chart showing p/q 
- --Ai-- -~LfO~ ---: 
(a) 
o ----~ 
---- [ 
FIGURE 3.-The [our test conditions of the model tunnel. 
(a) Normal tunnel. 
(b) Tunnel with balance house. 
(e) Tunnel with ground board. 
(d) Tunnel with exit-conc flare removed. 
(b) 
(e) 
= Id) 
against e, the angle of downwash. For measurements 
of dynamic pressure a mall Prandtl-type pitot head 
was used. 
Tests .- T est data were obtained with the model 
tunnel in four different conditions (fig. 3) as follow 
1. Normal tunnel condition. 
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2. ormal tunnel condition with a model balance 
house to imulate the balance bouse of the Iull- cale 
tunnel. 
3. Normal tunnel condition with a ground board 32 
inche wide extending between the lo\\'er surfaces of the 
entrance and exit cone. 
4. Flare remo,' ed from the exit cone, increa ing the 
lenoth of the open jet from 44 to 56 inc he . 
Condition 1 to 3 imulate po sible operating condi-
tion of the full- cale tunnel ; condi tion 4 was tudied 
to determine whether increasing the length of the open 
section would a pprccia bly afi'ect the do wnwa h at the 
tail. Tests were made for each of the four tunnel 
condition with the 10- by 30-inch airfoil; only condi-
tions 1 and 2 were tudicd ,vi th the 5- by 30-incb ai rfoil . 
Air stream 
Self-synchronous 
motor ... 
..__-::-__ ,,-Airfoil 
Connection to 
normol balance 
s uppor t s 
-tt--7"I±t- l .' 
5 leads 
to mot or 
on f'loor ---
" , ,
Pulley:' 
on " 
s hot't 
, 
S t ee l 
_~,?pes 
, , 
'I 
" \' 
Flat cantilever 
springs 
Calibrated dial t'or 
__ .' s e lf'-s ynchr onou5 motor 
FIG UitE 4.- l)iagram of self-sy nchronous motor balance fo r small-a irfoil Lcsts in the 
full -sca le tunnel. 
For all the test conditions the air- tream angles in 
the tunnel at all the stations were obtained wi th the 
airfoil removed from the jet. The actual do\\'nwash 
angle were then taken a difl'erences between the air-
stream angle with the au-foil present and removed. 
Downwa h survey were made at three lift coefficients 
for each airfoil. The lift forces were measured in all 
cases over a range of angles of attack that included 
the angle of zero and maximum lift. The downwa h 
urvey were limited to the plane of ymmetry of the 
wing since tail surface do not normally extend a great 
distance on eithcr ide of this planc. 1 fen mements 
WCI'C made bctwec11 4 uJ('bes aboye and 9 inchcs bclow 
the longitudinal axis through the quarter-chord point 
4<17-37- 2 
of the airfoils, at 1.0 and 1.65 chord lengths back of the 
trailing edge ror the larger airfoil, and at 1, 2, and 3 
chord lengths back of the trailing edge for the smaller 
airfoil. An ail' peed of about 60 mile per hour \Va 
u ed for all the test. 
FULL-SCALE WIND- TUNNEL TESTS 
Apparatus.- Free-air data (free of tunnel-boundary 
interference effects) for the airfoil \\-ere obtaine I by 
te ts in the full-scale tunnel (reference 6). Owing to 
the mull force encountered in measuring the lift, it 
was necessary to construct a pecial balance, a chematic 
dillgram of ",hich is shown in figure 4. The airfoil 
"-as supported on the balance by mean of a forked 
]<' '';L-RE 5.-The experimental set -up in tho full -sca le tunnel. 
frame, this frame being supported in turn on a p.tu· of 
flat cantilevcr springs. Vertical for es on the balance 
deflect the can tilever prings and the motion is con-
verted into rotation of one of a pair of mall self-
ynchronolls motors by means of a thin trip of spring 
steel attached to its shaft. Remote recore/in'" of this 
motion wa obtained Oll the complementary self-
ynchronous motor, placed in the balance bOl! e below 
the jet. By means of a alibrated dial aud a pointer 
n ttached to the moLor shart, the lift forces on t he air-
foils could he obse1'\"e<1 di rcctly. Effccliive cbmping 
was ohtaiu ed hy JllC[])l S of all oil dashpoL The entire 
balance was enclosed in a streamline fau'ing and 
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attached to ODe of the normal balan e upports (fig. 5). 
Downwash angles and dynamic pressures were meas-
ured with the same in trument used in the model-
tunnel tests. These instrumen t were attached to 
the sur ey apparatus in the tunnel (reference 6). 
Tests.-Preliminary mea urements in the full-scale 
wind tunnel, with the airfoil removed, consisted of 
UI'vey of air- tream angle and dynamic pre sure and 
the uetermination of tare lift forces on the balance. 
For each airfoil, the lift forces were measured over 
the ranae of angle of attack between zero and maxi-
mum lift, and the downwa h angles were mea ured 
for three lift coefftcieut. As in the model-tunnel 
te t ,survey were made only in the plane of ymmetry 
of the airfoil. A sligh tly larger area wa urveyecl in 
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FIGURE 6.-ComparisOj ;'b'f,llft curves for tbe 5- by 30-inch airfoil in tbe normal model 
tunnel and in tbe full-scale tunnel. 
the full- cale tunnel than in the model tunnel. Down-
wa h measurements were made between 8 inche 
above and 12 inches below the longitudinal a..,'\.i.s, from 
1 to 5 chord lengths back of the quarter-chord point 
for the smaller at -foil, and from 1 to 4 chord lengths 
back for the largel! airfoil . 
., 
RESULTS 
~ --~) 
Representative experimental d;:... 1'e plotted in fig-
ures 6 to 9. The final derived jet-boundary corrections 
are given in figures 10 to 13, in which is plotted the 
coefficient OT u ed in tbe usual boundary-correction 
formula 
S 
/:::;0'=57 ,,-'t'Q'I'7YPI. 
r\.rI ~ • .1 
in which Sand C are the areas of the airfoil and J' et cross /. 
. . 
section, respectively, and /:::;0' is the induced downwash 
angle in degree due to the influence of the bound-
aries. The coefficient OT represents the total jet-
boundary effect rather than tbe increa e in the correc-
tion over that at the wing; i . e., OT=OW+ OA, in which 
Ow is the correction factor for the wing and OA is the 
additional factor for the tail. Accordingly, in the 
application of the results, it must be remembered that, 
if the angle of attack of the airplane ha already been 
corrected for the jet-boundary effect at the wing, the 
correction factor for the tail will be only the difference 
between the OT values at the tail and at the wing. 
The tunnel-boundary effects at the airfoils were 
obtained directly from the lift curves (fig. 6) as the 
difl'erence between the full- cale and model-tunnel 
an aIr, of attack at a particular lift coefficient. Fig-
ure 7, ,and 9 illustrate some intermediate steps in 
the derivation of the boundary-interference corrections 
behind the airfoil. Fiaure 7 compri es contour maps 
of the downwash mea ured in the full-scale tunnel; 
figure 8 and 9 compare plot of the downwa 1. m eas-
ured in the model tunnel and in the full-scale tunnel. 
The corrections were primarily obtained for applica-
tion to test performed in the full-scale wind tunnel 
and are accordingly plotted aaainst distance down-
tream in full-scale dimen ions (figs. 10 to 13). Points 
are hown that correspond to each of the two airfoils 
at each of two lift coefficient. These points are not 
actual experimental value but were obtained after 
orne interpolation, a the mea urements in the two 
tunnels were made at lightly different lift coefficients 
and at lightly diITerent po itions back of the wing. 
For comparison with the theoretical Yfl.lues calculated 
for an infinitely long open jet, the correction of refer-
ence 3 are included with the experimental data (figs . 
10, 11 , and 13). 
The scattering of the experimental points on some of 
the curve is very noticeable. Although theoretical 
reasons exist for expecting that the four cases would not 
eXfl.ctly check, they appear in ufficient to explain the 
ob erved amount of variation. The experimental error 
may possibly h ave exceeded the e timated value of 
0.15°. 
DISCUSSION 
The results of greate t intere t are those for the 
normal tunnel (fig. 10). It is seen that, wherea the 
correction at the wing has the theoretical value, the 
corrections on the longitudinal axis back of the wing 
not only do not approach twice that at the wing, as 
given by the theory, but actually decrea e rapidly after 
the fir t 20 feet behind the wing (about 3 chord lengths). 
This effect i due to the ex-it cone. It i therefore appar-
ent that the conception of the open jet as one of infinite 
length may lead to gro s error in applying correction 
at the tail surfaces. The curves how a marked re-
semblance to the one theoretically obtained considering 
the jet to be of finite length. (See fig. 2 taken from 
reference 4.) 
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The difference between the experimental and theo-
retical values are least in the region 4 to f et below 
and 12 to 20 feet behind the wing. For a high-wing 
monoplane the tail is in this region at high lift coeffi-
cient ; so in this ca e the theoretically calculated effect, 
assuming an infinitely long ection, will not usually be 
in error by as much as 10. For low-wing or midwing 
monoplanes the tails will lie rela tively higher and some-
what above this region. For these case it may be 
sufficiently accurate to a ume that the correction i 
uniform over the entire airplane and equal to the 
theoretically calculated effect at the wing. 
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A point of interest is that the observed jet-boundary 
effect i not symmetrical with respect to the horizontal 
cenier plane of the tunnel. This dissymmetry is 
probably due to the fact that the trailing vortices do 
not extend straight back from the wing but are inclined 
downward, owing to the downwash. No theoretical 
treatment has yet taken this feature into account, 
although the calculations for a wing placed below the 
center line should be somewhat comparable and they 
do indicate the same type of eli symmetry in the down-
wash. (See fig. 25 of reference 3.) 
The results with the model balance house in place 
(fig. 11 ) are, as expected, about the same as those with-
out it, except pos ibly in that portion of the jet close t 
to it. 
R emoval of the exit cone can es somewhat clo er 
approach of the experimental to the theoretical results 
(fig. 13); it i clear , therefore, that the proximity of th e 
closed section forming the exit conI" of the jet contributes 
con iderable inaccuracy to the re ults of a theory that 
as ume an infinitely long free jet. 
The downwash 1'e ults when the ground board was 
u ed (fig. 12) are, on the other hand, in agreement with 
the result of the theoretical treatment for an infi-
nitely long jet with bo ttom boundary. For a long 2:1 
rectangular jet, which i open on three side and closed 
at the bottom, the theory pre licts relatively mall 
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FIG URE 13.-Jet-boundary correction against distance behind entrance cone; tunnel 
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tunnel-wall corrections in the region of the axi. The 
experimental results verified this prediction, although 
the agreement is somewhat fortuitous since (1) the jet 
is not quite rectangular, (2) it is not infinitely long, and 
(3) the ground board did not extend across the entire 
width. The lift curves were practically the same as 
those obtained in the fu ll-scale tunnel, as were the down-
wash angles in the region of the tunnel axis. ear the 
ground board, however, the deviation from the free-
stream downwash becomes very large, owing to the fact 
that the inclination of the tream must approach zero 
at the board. 
In all the model-tunnel experinlents, the lifting line, 
as ume 1 to be located at the quarter-chord point of 
the airfoil, was placed IG inches back of the entrance 
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cone on the horizontal center line. The results are 
then strictly applicable to the full- cale tunnel only 
when the airplane wing i 20 feet behind the entrance 
cone and on the horizontal center line. Thi location 
i approximately the u ual one of the wing tested in 
the tunnel. 
The boundary correction for other wind tunnel may 
be found by using the downwa h ontour of figure 7, 
which are for free- tream condition. By a compari on 
of the data obtained in the fu ll-scale wind tUilllel 
with tho e obtained in other tunnels behind imilar 
airfoil at the same lift coefficients, the boundary-
interference corrections may be directly obtained. This 
method a urnes t.hat the scale effects on the down-
\Va h contour map and on th jet-bounoary effect are 
negligible. 
CO CLUSIO S 
1. For an open-jet wind tunnel the boundary cor-
rection at the wing itself may be predicted from the 
implified theory, which a ume the jet to be of infinite 
length; however, the theory give erroneous results 
down tream. In the region of the tail urfaces, the 
jet-boundary corrections are less than tho e predicted 
by the simplified theory but are in aood qualitative 
agreement with the re uIt of a theory that con idel's 
the jet to be of finite length. 
2. For the case of an open rectangular tunnel with 
ground board, the experiment ub tantiate the theoret-
ical prediction that in uch a tunnel there i relatively 
little jet-boundary effect either at the wrng or at the 
tail. 
3. With special reference to the full- cale wind 
tunnel, the experiment how that the presence of the 
balance hou e below the jet ha no appreciable effect 
on the correction. Removal of the exit bell improved 
the agreement between the experimental dowl1wash 
and that predicted by the implified theory. 
L ANGLEY MEMORIAL AERO AUTICAL LABORATORY, 
ATIOI AL AD VI ORY OMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, VA ., J une 4,1937. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation Sym-bol 
LongitudinaL ____ X 
LateraL _________ y 
NormaL _________ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
GZ=qbS Gm=~cS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) Designation symbol 
X 
y 
Z 
Rolling ____ _ 
Pitching __ __ 
yawing ____ 
N G~=qbS 
(yawing) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular bol 
L 
111 
N 
direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
--
Y~Z RolL __ __ 
'" 
u p 
Z~X Pitch ____ () v q 
X~Y yaw ____ _ 
'" 
w T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
pID, 
V ', 
V., 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient GT = ~ n.t. pn l.F 
Torque, absolute coefficient CQ= 9 ns pn l.F 
P, 
G., 
71 , 
n, 
<f>, 
Power, absolute coefficient Cp = ~n.s pnl.F 
Speed-power coefficient= .v~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle=tan-{ 2!n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m .p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m .p .h. 
1 Ib .=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi. = 1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 ft. 

